
(See the results for 10 Survival Preparedness Reference Books). 

 These 10 survival books (novels) received the most votes from our ModernSurvivalBlog.com 2014 poll results: 

One Second After 
One man struggles to save his family and his small North Carolina town after America loses a war, in 1-second, 

after an Electro Magnetic Pulse (EMP) sends America back to the Dark Ages. 

-Forstchen 

Patriots 
America faces a full-scale socioeconomic collapse—the stock market plummets, hyperinflation cripples commerce 

and the mounting crisis passes the tipping point. 

-Rawles 

Going Home 
The country’s power grid has collapsed. There is no electricity, no running water, no Internet, and no way to know 

when normalcy will be restored. 

-A.American 

Lights Out 
The veneer of civilization is stripped away after the lights go out over most of the free world while one man must 

unite his family, friends, and neighbors if any of them are to survive. 

-Crawford 

Lucifer’s Hammer 
A gargantuan comet slams into earth causing the destruction of civilization and a new struggle for survival more 

dangerous and challenging than any they had ever known. 

-Niven  

EMP – Equipping Modern Patriots 
A harrowing story of survival following the destruction of the electric grid and nearly every electronic device in the 

country. 

-Hollerman 

Alas, Babylon 
A nuclear holocaust ravages the United States, civilization is stripped away, but for one small town in Florida, 

miraculously spared, the struggle is just beginning. 

-Frank 

Survivors 
Only a handful of individuals are equipped to survive after the America we are accustomed to is no more – stock 

market plummet, hyperinflation, rioting, looting… 

-Rawles 

Earth Abides 
A disease of unparalleled destructive force has sprung up almost simultaneously in every corner of the globe, all but 

destroying the human race. 

-Stewart 

299 Days (Series) 
What begins as a return to roots, self-sufficiency and independence, becomes a full blown move to prepare for what 

may come. From a self-perceived “sheeple” to a full-blown “prepper.” 

-Tate 
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